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THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ATOMIC VAPORS NEAR RESONANCE
Francis Bitter
Abstract
This paper summarizes and amplifies well-known results in order to facilitate the
design of magnetic scanning experiments and to lay the ground for a further analysis of
double-resonance phenomena produced by simultaneous rf and optical resonance. The
reflection, refraction, and attenuation of light incident on the plane face of a cell con-
taining an atomic vapor are calculated for frequencies in the vicinity of an absorption
frequency. The significance of the results obtained is discussed and a few numerical
examples are considered. It is found that observation of the attenuation of a trans-
mitted beam offers certain advantages over observation of scattered light in scanning
experiments.
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INTRODUCTION
The nuclear resonance and magneto-optics group has developed a series of techni-
ques for studying the hyperfine structure and isotope-shift of atomic energy levels.
These techniques are based on the use of resonance radiation absorbed and re-emitted
by a vapor. As part of this general program, a review of the theory of the optical
properties of vapors has been undertaken to summarize and amplify the existing results,
and to put them into shape for future attempts to include the effect of rf resonance among
the Zeeman or hyperfine structure sublevels. The extensive literature on the theory
of dispersion is summarized in various works: in, for instance, Born, Optik; Mitchell
and Zemansky, Resonance Radiation and Excited Atoms; Seitz, Modern Theory of Solids;
Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory; Drude, Theory of Optics. We shall use the work of
all these authors in the following summary. For references to original papers, the
reader is directed to the above-mentioned texts.
THE ABSORPTION AND RE-EMISSION OF A QUANTUM BY A MOVING ATOM
This problem is most conveniently treated by our using the equations of conservation
of energy and momentum, and defining these relativistically as in the usual derivation
of the Compton effect, but with the assumption that instead of a scattering electron, we
have an atom, initially moving with a velocity v in an arbitrary direction, which
absorbs and re-emits a quantum in free flight. If the incident quantum having a fre-
quency vi is initially moving in the +x-direction, and if ax' ay, aZ are the direction
cosines of the initial velocity of the particle, x' y, Pz are the direction cosines of the
velocity of the particle after absorbing and re-emitting the quantum, and x' Yy' Yz are
the direction cosines of the re-emitted quantum of frequency vs, then the equations to be
satisfied are
hv. hv
1 +MlVlax = c x + M 2 v 2 px
hv
S
Mlvlay = c Yy + M2V2Py
hv
M vLaz = c Yz + M2vZz
hvi + Mic 2 = hv + M2 c2
These equations may be simplified by forming an expression for
2V2 (M 2 2v2 ) (2= (Mv) 2 zP )
from the first three equations, and an expression for M 2 c from the fourth, and noting
that
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(M 2 c)- (M2v2) = M 2 c2 1 - (2/c2)] = M 22
The resulting equation may be put into the form
h c(1 - yx + o - c(Xyx + yy z
M 1 c x yc yaYy Z
1 - (Vl/C) x
In terms of the angles shown in Fig. 1 which in general will not lie in a single plane,
our result is
h (1 - cos ) + ki 1 - - coss)
1 (1)
-s V i)
The Compton shift for scattering from an electron at 90 ° is h/mc = 2.4 x 10 10 cm, or
for an atom of mass number A,
h 0.13 x 1012
Mlc A cm
-12This may be compared to the natural line widths of spectral lines, 10 cm. Although
the effect of the first term in Eq. 1 may be of importance in multiple scattering proc-
esses, we shall neglect it, since we shall be dealing with atomic velocities of the order
of 10 4 cm/sec so that the second term given above will dominate. We then have our
expression for the wave length of the re-emitted or scattered light
1 - (v/c) cos (s
ks ki 1 - (v/c) cos pi (2)
The subscript indicating that the velocity v of the atom is to be measured before the
scattering process is here omitted, since, to the approximation used, the velocity is
unchanged by the scattering process.
We now introduce Xo, the wave length absorbed by the atom when at rest. The
velocity component in the incident direction which the particle must have in order to
absorb a wave length Xi is specified by
Xi -s 
_jO c=  (3)
O
M Fig. 1
Illustration of the symbols
in Ea. 1.
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We shall now consider Eq. 2 in three particular cases. For backward scattered
light we have
cos s = -cos vi
or
1 + (v/c) cos i
Xs = Xi 1 Xi(l + 2(v/c) cos i )
1 1 - (v/c) cos ~i
ki( l- Xi- )
i s i for 1802 for 8 180 ° (4)
1 0ki ko
We conclude that monochromatic light incident on a vapor will be back-scattered
(0 = 180 ° in Fig. 1) as a monochromatic line having a different frequency. It follows
further that every incident quantum having a frequency differing from the central
absorption frequency by some Av will be scattered back in the direction of the incident
quantum with a frequency differing from the resonance frequency of the atom by - Av.
For light scattered at right angles to the incident beam, let us specify that the inci-
dent beam is in the x-direction, and the scattering to be considered is in the y-direction.
Equation 2 then becomes
1 - y/C
= X.1 v / for 0 = 90° (5)
For any given incident wave length, only atoms having a velocity col-vmponent /c = v cos
For any given incident wave length, only atoms having a velocity component v x= v cos i
can absorb. But vy is independent of vx , and in a gas will have a Maxwellian distribu-
tion. A monochromatic incident beam will therefore be scattered as a Doppler broad-
ened line having a width determined by the temperature and atomic weight of the
scattering gas.
For light scattered in the forward direction, kps = ' and
s = Xi for 0 = 0 (6)
THE ASSUMED POLARIZABILITY OF ATOMS
We shall here characterize our absorbing atom by two arbitrary constants, the so-
called oscillator strength f which determines the amount of light radiated per second
by N excited atoms, and a constant y which determines the width of the spectral line
radiated. The simplest way of relating these constants to the polarizability of an atom
is to begin with a purely classical description of an elastically-bound electron subject
to a periodic force.
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d2 x dx
m - +K-dt +kx= eE coswt
dt 2 dt o
Using the conventional description in which cos wt is the real part of e i , and dividing
by m, we get
d2 x +1 dx 2 e eoitd + T +o x=-E edt 2 Tdt o m o
whose solution is
x =X ei ( t )
(e/m) E o
X =
tan = 2 2
O - oO
Here % is the angle by which the field leads the polarization. The complex polarizability
a may be defined as
ex -eX ex( t ) e 2 /m (cos ) - i sin 4)
-o2a= = -
e 2 (w2 w2) iw/T
a = a - i" = °22(7)
( 2- ( ) + (a/T)
The permittivity of a gas containing n such oscillators per unit volume, at rest, is
= cE +na (8)
We are interested in applying results of this sort to atoms in which there may be
several characteristic frequencies close enough together so that their effects overlap.
We now introduce fL, the "oscillator strength" associated with the frequency vL = L/2w.
Near resonance we replace wL -W by 2L(wL - w) and w/T by wL/T. If we further
write y = 1/21T to conform with the usual notation, and sum over the separate "oscilla-
tors," we get for the polarizability
2e Z (v L - v) - iy/2
8rZ m o ( L + (/2)2 (9)
This is the expression which we shall adopt for a, the constants fL and y being, for the
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present, arbitrary. In a spectral line whose width is determined exclusively by radia-
tion damping, fL and y are related. However, if the effects of collisions are to be
included, fL and y may be varied independently. We shall here consider them as
independent constants.
It is to be noted that we have tacitly assumed that the atom is spherically symmetri-
cal, since the polarizability is independent of any angular coordinates. This would be a
justifiable assumption for s-states only. For other states a tensor polarizability would
have to be introduced.
THE POLARIZABILITY OF A GAS
We must now take into account the effect of atomic velocities on the polarizability.
We shall first consider a gas containing only a single isotopic species. Let v be the
velocity component of an atom in the direction of the incident light. The distribution of
velocities then is
1 \ /2 p2
dn = n 1 e [ " dv
M
2kT
The frequency seen by an atom moving as above, in a field whose frequency is v is
v' = v(1 + v/c)
The polarizability of a gas whose atoms have the polarizability of Eq. 9 when at rest is
00
e2 E / (v L - v') - iy/2 )1/2 -pv 2
n-ane dv
8 2 V Lm (VL - ')- + (y/2)
We now introduce the following simplifications in notation
1/2
D = ln ( Z
where D is the width of the Doppler broadened absorption line of the gas atoms.
y = (P)1/2 v
a= D (ln2)1/2
eL = (v - vL) 2 (ln2) 1/
When v > vL, wL is positive. In this notation we get for the complex polarizability of
our gas
-5-
na= I
L
bL A L
ne L 2(ln)
bL _ ne1L 8r 2 mL D
(y + L) + ia 2
AL (yL 2 e-Y dy
(10)
(12)
We now take up the evaluation of the integral A L . For simplicity we omit the sub-
script L in evaluating the integral for one particular oscillator. Born gives various
expansions for this integral which are, however, not as convenient for calculating the
properties of a low pressure gas as an alternative expression based on the assumption
that a << 1, which is always true when collision broadening of the natural line width is
small. The expression in Eq. 12 may conveniently be rewritten using the relation
(y + ) + ia 1 i
(y + ) + a (y + ) - ia a + i(y + w)
00 y2 d o
0a + i(y + o) fYd
002 1d
,Y e~ dy/
0o
e- [a+i(y+w)]x dx
00
e-(a+iw))xdx
-00
e - (y2+ iyx) dy
Since ei yx = cos yx + i sin yx, and since sin yx is an odd function of y which, multiplied
by the even function exp (y2)and integrated from minus to plus infinity, vanishes we get
A = -i
0o
00
e-(a+ico )x dx 
-00
2
cos yx e y dy
which may be simplified by Eq. 13 below, to
A = -i 0 e-(a+i)x 1/2 e-x/ dx
1/2 e-ax-(x 2/y) (sin wcx + i cos x) dx
0o
We now expand exp (-ax) in powers of a and retain only two terms. We further put
x = 2t, and get
-6-
00
= -i0
A = -2(·r) 0
O
t2 (sin 2 ot + i cos 2 ot) dt
The first term may be integrated by the equations
et 2 tdt 1/2e cos 2 t dt =2) e
2
(13)
e sin 2 t dt = ef e dx = F()f (14)
The tabulated values of F(o) as given by Mitchell and Zemansky in the appendix of their
book are given in Table I. A graphical representation of exp (-w 2 ) and F(c) is contained
in Fig. 2.
F ()
Fig. 2
2
Plot of F(w) and e-0
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(1 - 2at)e
(~
TABLE I
Table of F(w)
w F(w) 1 - 2 F(w) w F(w) 1 - 2w F(w)
0.0 0.0000 1.0000 6.0 0.08454 -0.01451
0.2 0.1948 0.9221 6.2 0.08174 -0.01355
0.4 0.3599 0.7121 6.4 0.07912 -0.01268
0.6 0.4748 0.4303 6.6 0.07666 -0.01190
0.8 0. 5321 0.1487 6.8 0.07435 -0.01118
1.0 0.5381 -0. 07616 7.0 0.07218 -0. 01053
1.2 0.5073 -0.2175 7.2 0.07013 -0.009938
1.4 0.4565 -0.2782 7.4 0.06820 -0.009393
1.6 0.3999 -0.2797 7.6 0.06637 -0.008892
1.8 0.3468 -0.2485 7.8 0.06464 -0.008429
2.0 0.3013 -0.2052 8.0 0.06300 -0.008000
2.2 0.2645 -0.1638 8.2 0.06144 -0.007608
2.4 0.2353 -0.1295 8.4 0.05995 -0.007242
2.6 0.2122 -0.1033 8.6 0.05854 -0.006902
2.8 0.1936 -0.08389 8.8 0.05719 -0.006586
3.0 0.1783 -0.06962 9.0 0.05591 -0.006290
3.2 0.1655 -0.05896 9.2 0.05467 -0.006014
3.4 0. 1545 -0. 05076 9.4 0.05350 -0.005757
3.6 0.1450 -0.04430 9.6 0.05237 -0.005516
3.8 0.1367 -0.03908 9.8 0.05129 -0.005290
4.0 0.1293 -0.03480 10.0 0.05025 -0.005076
4.2 0.1228 -0.03119 10.2 0.04926 -0.004877
4.4 0.1168 -0.02815 10.4 0.04830 -0.004688
4.6 0.1115 -0.02554 10.6 0.04738 -0.004511
4.8 0.1066 -0.02336 10.8 0.04650 -0.004344
5.0 0.1021 -0.02134 11, 0 0.04564 -0.004183
5.2 0.09804 -0.01963 11.2 0.04482 -0.004035
5.4 0.09427 -0.01812 11.4 0.04403 -0.003893
5.6 0.09078 -0.01678 11.6 0.04327 -0.003757
5.8 0.08755 -0.01558 11.8 0.04253 -0.003630
12.0 0.04181 -0.003510
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The second term may be integrated by parts, giving
_t 22te (sin 2 wt + i cos 2 wt) dt = 2wLco e - i F(w)j + i
The final result is
A = -2(r)1 /2 () + i 1/2 e -W
-2(7~~~) 2~ j- a w()"/ e
2
-w
- i 2w F(w) +
If we write A = A' - iA", we have
-_ 1/2A' = -Z()l/2 (F(a) awe 2)
Al = 2()1/2 [ T 2 e 2A'= ()l/ / - a(l - 2 F(w))
Combining Eqs. 8 and 10, we get for the permittivity of the vapor being analyzed
E = E + b(A' - iA") (16)
= Eo(Ke - iK")e
where b is defined in Eq. 11 and where the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
constant are
K' = 1 + bA
e E
o (17a)
bA"K" - bA
e E
o
If there are several isotopic species of which the Kth is characterized by oscillator
strengths fKL and has nK atoms per unit volume, the equations for the real and imagi-
nary parts of the dielectric constant become
X b A'
K' = + KL7
e K
K L
(1 7b)
K 
K L
bKLAKL
Eo 0
where
2
nK e fKL
bKL 82 Dm 
8rr m KL
(ln /2InIr
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A A' -A"KL = AKL iAKL
as given in Eq. 15 except that is to be replaced by
WKL = (v - KL ) D
THE PROPAGATION OF LIGHT IN A VAPOR
Let us assume an attenuated plane wave with the electric vector along the x-axis, the
magnetic vector along the y-axis, traveling in the +z-direction in a gas of index of
refraction n - ik.
2riv (t-n-ikz)
E =E e
x o
(18)
H =H e (tc i (18)
y o
where is a constant determining the phase relation between E and H. These fields
must satisfy Maxwell's equations. In this connection we must observe that in a low
pressure vapor the light wave interacts strongly only with atoms which "see" a reso-
nance frequency. In most instances the oscillator line width y is small compared to the
Doppler width D, and we shall find therefore that only atoms having a narrow band of
velocities in the direction.of propagation interact with the light wave. In essence,
therefore, we are dealing with the propagation of light in a medium having a component
of velocity v in the direction of propagation. In a nonabsorbing medium electromagnetic
theory indicates a correction term for the velocity of propagation of the form
1 + 2(n 2 - V1)2 
n
For low pressure gases n2 - 1 << 1 and v/c << 1, so that the effect of atomic motion
on Maxwell's equations need not be considered. At very high pressure and tempera-
tures, as in an exploding gas, this neglect may no longer be justified. We proceed,
however, on the assumption that the fields (Eq. 18) must satisfy
V x E = -B; V X H = D
which, in our special case, reduce to
aE . aH
x - H Y- E E
z oHy; az x
On substituting the fields defined above, we get
-10-
n - ikE = H eiq
C o0 0
n - ik H ei
C 0
= E (Ke - iK")Eo0 e e
By equating the real parts and the imaginary parts of the first equation, one gets
tan = -
n 
-k
sin q= (n2 + k2)1/2 ' n(n 2 + k2)1/2
2 +k2 E2 2H(n ) =o (20)
Similarly, using the second equation, and substituting the values found above for CQ and
Ho/E 0 , one finds
2 k2 = K=1+ +n - Z=KkI -
K
K"
nk = 2 =
K L
C bKLAKL
EoL
KLAKL
2E
(21)
(22)
The solution of these equations is
n2 = K + (K 2e + K 2 ) (23)
k K' +2 e 2aKe e K',
We are particularly interested in the case of low vapor pressures, for which K" << K'e e
since K" approaches zero while K approaches unity.e e
powers of K;/K, we get
2 1 K + 1 K + (K/K 2
2 e 2 e ee 2
By expanding the square root in
+
2 K 2
n 2 m K' + 1 K +I 2e 4K' e 4 ee
k4 e/K ~ 4 e
(2 5)
(26)
Returning now to our evaluations of AKL, we get
-11-
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Kt +I KI + e
e 2 e 
n -+ 2 >j bKL KL
K L
K L
.: 1 bKL lF(oKL) -r a L e (27)
0 K L
Eo E E bKt t 2 e - a [1 - 2coKL F(OKL) (28)
The term involving "a" will in general be of importance for a<< 1 only in the expression
for k and for large values of o for which the first term approaches zero much faster
than the second, as may be seen from Fig. 2.
REFRACTION AND REFLECTION AT A PLANE INTERFACE
The transmission and reflection of light incident at an oblique angle on an absorbing
medium is a most complex phenomenon which we shall here review only superficially
even for the low density vapor for which Eqs. 27 and 28 hold. The results of interest
are taken from Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, Sections 9. 8 and 9. 9 in Chapter 9.
We take first a case in which light, in a nonabsorbing medium whose index of refraction
is no , is incident at an angle of incidence at a plane boundary. Beyond the interface
is the vapor described in the previous sections. We wish to know the angle of refraction
qJ, and the quantities p and 6 in the relationships
E (reflected component) = p e- i6E (incident component)
for light whose electric vector is perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence.
We shall define an effective index of refraction of the vapor, n (Snell), so that Snell's
Law is obeyed. If the angle of refraction is , we have
sin 0 _ n (Snell) (29)
sin J n
where n (Snell) is a function of the angle of incidence 0. Stratton derives these quantities
for a conducting dielectric having a conductivity . The relevant equation describing
an electromagnetic wave is
V xH K' E +aE (30)
e o at
If we are dealing with a periodic field
E (x, y, z, t) = E (x, y, z) eiwt
then
-12-
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1 E -i aE
i at at
or, Eq. 30 may be replaced by
= (Ke - iK" a (31)
if we replace a- in Stratton's expressions by E oK". For the case analyzed by Stratton,
n0 < ne, there will be a real angle of refraction for any angle of incidence. Using
Stratton's results, we find
n 2(Snell) { + n2 sin + + (K e - n sin2 0)] } (32)2 0 2 3
2 (q - n cos 0) + p2
2 2(33)
1 (q + no cos 0) + p
2 n p cos 0
tan 61 n2 2 2(34)
n cos 0- (p2 + q)0
2 [K cos - n q 2 + [K" cos - np] (35)
11 -[K e cos 0 + n q]2 + [K e cos 0 + np ]
2 np [q2 + p2 - n sin2 e] cos 0
tan np 2 () (36)
+2 (Pq gq 2 + K112COS20
= 2 K+ sin2 + (Ke - n2 sin 2 0)] (37)
q2 = K - nz sin2 0 + [K112 + (K - n2 sin2g (38)
e o
The dependence of all these quantities on is very involved, especially when we con-
sider that we are interested in the results as a function of frequency, and that the rela-
tive magnitude of the real and imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant changes
with frequency. We shall confine our discussion to two special cases. For K <<
(Ke - n sin2 0) , or for angles of incidence not too near the critical angle for total
reflection, we may expand the effective index of refraction to be used in computing the
angle of refraction from Snell's law in powers of K"/(K' - n sin2 0), and as in Eq. 25, get
e e o 
-13-
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e 4 (K+ nsin2 )±
K + 1 K " 2 K' (39)
e 4 e e
The second case we shall consider is the reflection coefficient for normal incidence, R.
From Eq. 33 or Eq. 35 we get
(n - n2 + k
R = 2 (40)
(n + no) + k 2
Remembering that, from Eq. 27,
n - 1 = 1 E S KEL 1 (41)
K L
and neglecting terms in bKL both in A' and A", we find that
(no - 1)2 - 2(n - l1)(n- 1)
R =
(n + 1)+ 2(n + 1)(n - 1)
If, further, we put for the reflectivity of the retaining surface in vacuum,
Ro = [(no - )/(n o + 1)]2
the expression for the reflectivity becomes
1 - 2(n- 1/n - 1) 4n 
R=R -R 11- (4no - .
o 1 + 2(n - /n + 1) = Ro 0 2 n 
0
4n b Al
Ro 2 2 E= Ro1- °.{Z ZbKnkL + ) (42)
K L
For n = 1, Ro vanishes, and the reflectivity depends entirely on second-order terms not
included here.
In addition to these expressions for the refraction and reflection, we shall need to
know the penetration depth 6 of absorbed radiation. Since the amplitude of the electric
vector varies as exp(-(2Tr/X) kz) and since the intensity varies as the square of the
electric vector, we may write
I = Io exp(-z/6)
2k
-14-
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or, using Eq. 26,
6 K (43)
e
APPLICATION TO A VAPOR OF Hg 19 8
In order to understand the significance of the results given above, we shall apply
them to a vapor composed of a single even isotope of mercury, for frequencies in the
vicinity of resonance line X = 2537 A.U. The states involved are the excited P1 and
the ground S states. The even isotopes of mercury have no nuclear angular momen-
tum, and no hyperfine structure. In the absence of a magnetic field, there is only one
resonance frequency, and the expressions for the index of refraction and the absorption
coefficient ko at the resonance frequency, = 0o, become
1/2
n=l- bF(w) (44)
E
E X
k b; o =2E 6 - (45)ko -E 2( o -rb
o
2 2 1/2
ne f (ln1b 2D D
81Tr my v I
The expression for b may be put into simpler form by noting that the oscillator strength
f is related to the mean life T of the excited state by
2 2
e2 ko g2 1e f - 9 (46)
4E 0 m c 8 gl T
Substitution into the expression for b given above yields
b= ) on3g 9 D (47)
g2 is the multiplicity of the excited state, in our case 3, and gl that of the ground state,
in our case 1. The mean life of the P1 state according to Bitter and Brossel (1)
-7 9 -1is T = 1.55 X 10 sec. The Doppler width D is 1.04 X 109 sec1 at 300°K, so that
TD = 160. This information enables us to compute the fundamental parameters in our
equations as a function of temperature. We should also keep track of the collisions of
excited atoms which will produce a broadening of the spectral line. If we take for the
cross section for exchange of excitation between an excited atom and one in the ground
2 - 13 2state (2), r ' = 10 cm , or some 20 to 30 times the kinetic theory cross section for
ground state collisions, we can compute the mean time between collisions TCO1 = (n2a- 1) 
-15-
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or the average number of collisions during a mean life in the excited state r(1/T ol).
The data for the range of temperatures of interest are tabulated in Table II. For pres-
sures above 1 mm the effects of collisions must be considered. First of all we see
from Table II that at lower pressures, that is, at temperatures below 100°C, we have
less than one atom per X3 of volume. Under these conditions it would seem to be far-
fetched to describe the slight modifications of transmitted light in terms of an index of
refraction. Each atom will produce individual diffraction effects that will have to be
added. Only when we have many atoms per X3 of volume would we seem justified
in using a polarizability in computing a new velocity of propagation. But for tempera-
tures above 100°C the penetration depth is of the order of a wave length. The use of
the index of refraction to study the transmission of light through a vapor does not appear
to be promising. Interferometry to measure wave length, or prisms to measure refrac-
tion, would therefore seem to be ruled out.
Reflection and absorption remain to be considered. For reflection we see that
below 100 °, changes of reflection coefficient resulting from the vapor amount to less
than 1 per cent. Furthermore, the changes have opposite signs on the high and low
frequency sides of resonance. In a scanning experiment, in which a Doppler-broadened
line of variable central frequency is to be reflected, the effects will cover a greater
frequency range than the corresponding range in absorption measurements, as may be
seen by reference to Fig. 2. This is undesirable in any experiment where the separa-
tion of adjacent lines is desirable.
We are therefore left with absorption effects themselves. The scanning experiments
previously reported all make use of the radiation scattered at 90 ° to give a measure of
absorption. This suffers from two defects. In the first place, the scattered radiation
is not uniformly distributed in angle. At high atomic concentrations with small pene-
tration depths the scattered light will emerge from a cell chiefly from the illuminated
face, and the intensity scattered at 90 ° will be low. As the concentration of scattering
atoms is decreased the amount scattered at 90 ° will first increase, and then decrease.
There is therefore no simple relation between the intensity of the light scattered at 90 °
from a cell and the concentration of scattering atoms. In studying radioactive atoms
it would be a great help to identify which lines belong to which isotopes by relating the
change of intensity of the various scattered peaks to the rates of decay of the various
isotopes.
Secondly, in studying the absorption of light from excited states, it would be of
great value to study the absorption of light in an electrically excited plasma. But such
a plasma will emit all characteristic frequencies in all directions, and so make observa-
tions on the additional light scattered from a beam more difficult.
Both of these difficulties may be overcome by measuring the absorption of a
collimated beam as shown in Fig. 3. A collimated beam from a source of variable
frequency is produced by a lamp radiating the circularly polarized outer components
of the classical Zeeman triplet, one of which is cut out by a X/4 plate and polarizer, as
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Fig. 3
Proposed arrangement for using absorption techniques in a scanning experiment.
discussed in a previous publication (3). This passes through an absorption cell and is
then focused on the aperture of a diaphragm, which allows the light from the source to
fall on an electron-multiplier phototube. By adjusting the temperature of the liquid
drop below the absorption tube, a pressure is chosen so that no more than some suit-
able fraction of the incident light, about one-third as we shall see, is absorbed at any
frequency. The absorption by the various atoms will then be proportional to the number
present. If the incident light is described by an intensity distribution
Io()) = A e 
where a is the square of the ratio of the absorbed line width to that of the incident line
width
2 (n2) 1/2
= (V- Vo)
Dabs
2(lnZ)1/2
= (v - v' ) 2
Dabs
and v' is the frequency of the center of the incident line, we have for the total intensity
of the incident line
0A 2 1/2I =A J e-da(-') d = A(rr) (48)
and for the intensity of the transmitted line
It = /: Io(CO) e-Z/ 6 dw
z being the thickness of the absorbing cell. If z/6 << 1, we may expand the exponential
and get
eZ/6 z lz\ +
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For z/6 = 1/3, the third term is 1/18, which for our purposes we neglect. If, further,
we concern ourselves only with the exponential term in the absorption line (Eq. 15), and
put k = k exp(-_2), 6 = 0 exp ( ), the required integral becomes
-so Z -oIt= Ae () -oed
-0
This equation may be put into integrable form by writing a(w - )2 + 2 = A(2-B)2 + C.
The result is
a1/2 e 2 (49)I = - e1 (49)
t 0 6[1 ec,2
In the second term, 1/6o is proportional to the number of atoms per unit volume
responsible for the absorption, which is the desirable feature previously mentioned.
Further, since only the collimated light passing through the cell is focused on the
exit aperture, we should expect very little of the scattered light, or of light produced
by a discharge in the absorption cell, to reach the phototube. Also, if the discharge
produces only very few atoms per unit volume of some particular excited state to be
studied, the absorption cell and the discharge may be made long to increase the total
number of atoms used to produce the absorption. For the low pressure mercury dis-
charge in a fluorescent lamp operating at 40°C, Kenty (4) estimates the density of
atoms in the three metastable levels and in the ground state as
No. of atoms/cc
3 PZ 7.6 X 1011
3P1 39 X 1011
3p 3.5 X 1011
0
IS 2 X 1014
o
This is ample for absorption measurements using emission lines terminating on these
3P levels.
We conclude, therefore, that scanning experiments in which absorption is used as an
indicator may occasionally provide a useful alternative to the previously used techniques
involving the measurement of reradiated resonance radiation.
-19-
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